
About the
assignment:

Location
Helsinki, Finland

Rate (after tax)
€1000 - 2000/Month

Duration
Short-term project (>3
months)

Extension (project)
Yes

Remotely
(optionally)
Yes

Expire On
2021-01-31 (1 hour from
now)

Magento 2 Development
of existing site
MEB MisterEasyBusiness
www.meb.fi

HELSINKI, Finland

Description:

Hello,

We are MEB, a printing company located in Helsinki,
Finland. Our goal is to have the best ecommerce site in
our industry in Finland, paired with our excellent service
in physical shop locations. Once the service concept and
webshop works profitably in Finland we will expand to
Europe.

Last year we released our current web
shop https://meb.fi/. It is Magento 2 Open based and
highly customized for our needs. We have to remember
that our products have deep structures (lots of
variables) and that separates our shop from a common
retail shop which is based on simple SKUs alone.

Our shop works but it is not perfect. We cannot work
with the company who did the initial coding so we are
looking for a new partner who can continue the
development and maintenance of the site. I am the
product owner, with basic frontend coding skills.

Are you interested in this?

If you want an example of upcoming development tasks
we want to complete:

https://www.meb.fi


Improve loading speed of scripts on product
pages: https://meb.fi/ENG/t-shirts and also on
checkout. This involves not only bundling but
perhaps fixing existing script structures. The page
is too slow to load (for products with many
options).
Change the current product designer module.
See Business Cards and click ADD DESIGN/FILE >
Design Online. It's an external design tool which
needs to be either developed more user friendly
or we change it to another solution from another
vendor. The editor has a very simple integration
to the product (editor opens the right template
based on which SKU combination the user has
selected ie. "FLYER-A6" opens the template for A6
sized flyers).
Dozens of smaller fixes, but nothing too difficult

We require advanced level expertise in Magento 2 and
fluent communications (in English). This is not a project
for learning by trial and error meaning that we don't
want to waste time with band-aid solutions.

Best regards,

Anssi

MEB

Required Skills

IMPLEMENTATION
Web Development/programming 5-6 years
PHP
Magento 2-3 years
PROGRAMMING

https://hitcontract.lt/uploads/files/2021/01/14/meb_updated_logo_2019_onred_google.png


SQL 1-2 years
WEB
REST 1-2 years
ROLE EXPERIENCE
Full-stack developer 4-5 years


